With its Universal Wireless Charge & Play
ARCHOS launches the first station capable to charge wirelessly three devices at a time, while listening to music

Paris – Thursday, August 30th 2018 – ARCHOS, the French pioneer of consumer electronics, unveils today its Universal Wireless Charge & Play station, offering three simultaneous wireless charging spots and three universal USB slots, all from one single location. Sneak previewed at IFA 2018, it will be available in Q4, starting at €79.

From one location with a single wall outlet, the ARCHOS Universal Wireless Charge & Play is capable of charging up to six devices at a time.

No ugly loose cords everywhere at home or in the office, no need to search for the right charger for each device!

The station charges any Qi-certified products, thanks to its three charging coils (5W each).

It also charges any equipment via its three USB slots (2x 5V / 2.4A; 1x Quick Charge 3.0). USB type C, Micro USB and Lightning cables are even included in the box.

With the ARCHOS Universal Wireless Charge & Play station, it is very convenient to have a single spot to charge any device, smartphone, wearable, or tablet, running either Google Android or Apple iOS.

It is also a real stand, with a built-in high fidelity speaker, ideal to continually listen to news from a web radio or watching a video tutorial on Youtube, while charging.

Availability and Price:
The ARCHOS Universal Wireless Charge & Play station will be sneak previewed at IFA 2018, from August 31st to September 5th, IFA Next, Hall 26, Booth 202. It will be available in Q4 2018 throughout Europe, starting at €79.

About ARCHOS
ARCHOS, a pioneer in consumer electronics, continues to innovate and revolutionize the consumer electronics market. Among others, the French manufacturer was first with an HDD MP3 player in 2000, a multimedia player in 2003, Google Android powered tablets in 2009, a connected Smart Home in 2014 and PicoWAN, the first collaborative network dedicated to the IoT, in 2016. Today, ARCHOS designs and democratizes solutions with high innovation value: tablets and smartphones, home and IoT, urban mobility, and security and blockchains. With headquarters in France, offices in Europe and in Asia, ARCHOS has become a strong pan-European player. ARCHOS is quoted on Compartment C of Eurolist, Euronext Paris, ISIN Code: FR0000182479.
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